Helpful Sexual Assault Prevention Apps

**CIRCLE OF 6**

With Circle of 6, you can connect with your friends to stay close, stay safe and prevent violence before it happens.

The Circle of 6 app for iPhone and Android makes it quick and easy to reach the 6 friends you choose.

Need help getting home? Need an interruption? Two touches lets your circle know where you are and how they can help.

Icons represent actions; so that no one can tell what you’re up to.

Designed for college students, it's fast, easy-to-use and private.

It's the mobile way to look out for your friends, on campus or when you're out for the night.

---

**Going out?**

Whether you're meeting up with a stranger or just taking a midnight stroll, give Kitestring a heads up.

**Check in via SMS**

Kitestring checks up on you with a simple text message. Reply to the message to check in.

**Stay connected**

If you don't check in, Kitestring sends your emergency contacts a personalized alert message.

**Nothing to download**

And you don't even need a smartphone. Best of all, it's totally free.
Hollaback! iPhone and Droid Apps

To **HOLLA ON THE GO**, download our free iPhone and Droid apps today! Both apps are now available world-wide and in 9 different languages.

In addition to the option to share your story, the app includes a Map, where you see incidents of harassment mapped in pink dots, and incidents of bystander intervention mapped in green dots. You also find a resources section, where you can learn more about how to respond to harassment and be a better bystander.

Download the free app to **HOLLA ON THE GO**.

Have questions about the App? **Check out our FAQ**.

---

Meet bSafe

**Your bSafe Lifestyle**

bSafe is your perfect lifestyle app to stay in touch with your friends and family members and enhance your safety everyday.

**Everyday Everywhere**

Works everyday everywhere in all countries. Simply install bSafe on your iPhone or Android phone to get started, and set up your safety net.

**Ultimate Safety Tool**

Perfect for everyday safety, and the ultimate safety tool if you ever find yourself in an emergency situation. bSafe is always there for you!